OSWAL ANTIQUES

NGC Authorised Dealer in Mumbai – India.

AUCTIONEER OF COINS, BANK NOTES, STAMPS AND MEDALS

Tires & Prices
ALL FEES ARE IN INDIAN RUPEES AND EXCLUDE GST, Shipping & Insurance
TIER (World Coins)

Maximum Value

Fee Per Coin

Unlimited Value WalkThrough

Unlimited Value

₹ 22,500 + 1% FMV

High Value Walk Through - All coins. Maximum value ` 3,50,00,000. Includes
Scratch-Resistant Holder.

₹ 3,50,00,000

₹ 22,500

Walk Through - All coins. Maximum value ` 70,00,000. Includes Scratch-Resistant
Holder.

₹ 70,00,000

₹ 11,350

Express - All coins. Maximum value ` 7,00,000. Includes Scratch-Resistant Holder.

₹ 7,00,000

₹ 5,600

Standard - All coins. Maximum value ` 2,00,000

₹ 2,00,000

₹ 3,400

Gold - All common date gold coins. Maximum value ` 2,00,000.

₹ 2,00,000

₹ 2,600

Economy - All non-gold coins. Maximum value ` 20,000

₹ 20,000

₹ 1,850

Modern - All coins struck 1955 to present. Maximum value ` 1,50,000

₹ 1,50,000

₹ 1,475

Vintage Bulk (mixed types) - All vintage coins struck before 1955. Coins may be of
different types. Maximum value ` 20,000. 100 Coins Minimum.

₹ 20,000

₹ 1,700

Vintage Bulk (same types) - All vintage coins struck before 1955. Coins must be of
the same type. Maximum value ` 20,000. 100 Coins Minimum.

₹ 20,000

₹ 1,600

Modern Bulk (mixed types) - All coins struck 1955 to present. Coins may be of
different types. Maximum value ` 1,50,000. 100 Coins Minimum.

₹ 1,50,000

₹ 1,400

Modern Bulk (same types) - All coins struck 1955 to present. Coins must be of the
same type. Maximum value ` 1,50,000. 100 Coins Minimum.

₹ 1,50,000

₹ 1,250

Other Services
Service

Detail

Fee Per Coin

Mint Error

NGC examines Mint Errors and assigns a designation.

Tier fee + ₹ 1,100

NGC Oversize Holder

Coins over 45 mm in diameter or 9 mm in thickness are placed in an NGC Oversize Holder.

Tier fee + ₹ 1,400

Double Thick Holder

Coins 4.5 to 9 mm thick (and with a diameter of 45 mm or less) are placed in a Double Thick
Holder.

Tier fee + ₹ 350

Re-holder

Changing existing NGC holder till Economy Special tier. Maximum Value ` 7,00,000

₹ 1,280

High Value Re-holder

Changing existing NGC holder till Standard and above tier. Unlimited value.

₹ 4,200

Oversize Re-holder

A coin in an NGC Oversize Holder (coins over 45 mm) is placed in a new holder. Maximum
value ₹ 7,00,000

₹ 1,755

High Value Oversize Re-holder

A coin in an NGC Oversize Holder (coins over 45 mm) is placed in a new holder. Unlimited
value.

₹ 6,600

Terms & Conditions
• Handling fee per invoice Rs.1250 Extra.
• Required - Order will not be processed without signature. - I understand that Coins collected form collectors are sent to NGC for grading and Oswal Antique
is only a submission center. If Collectibles are submitted for tiers and service for which they do not qualify, I authorize Oswal Antique to correct the order and
charge any additional grading and/or service fees that may apply. If NGC determines that Collectibles are undervalued while grading. I authorize Oswal Antique to
assign its determination of the fair market value and adjust the grading fees accordingly. If I submit NGC-certified notes that NGC determines to be not genuine or
over-graded, I authorize NGC to conduct its Appearance Review service. If I submit NGC-certified notes that NGC determines to have a clerical or mechanical
errors, l authorize NGC to correct the clerical or mechanical error free of charge in addition to the selected services. Incomplete forms and improperly packaged
Collectibles will not be accepted. If NGC determines the submitted note to be of Questionable Authenticity/Ineligible type, each Coin will be charged Rs. 650 as
grading charges and remaining amount will be refunded. If NGC determines the submitted note to be Counterfeit or Altered, notes will be charged fully (no refunds.)
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OSWAL ANTIQUES

NGC Authorised Dealer in Mumbai – India.

AUCTIONEER OF COINS, BANK NOTES, STAMPS AND MEDALS

GRADING TIERS & SERVICES
A ₹ 1,250 adjustment fee will be charged for submission forms that must be modified prior to processing. This includes forms with more than one tier listed and adjustments in tier levels due
to undervalued notes. Choose only one tier per submission form. Catalogue number (e.g. Pick, etc.) is required. All fees and maximum values in INR. Fees Include GST, Shipping & Insurance.
NGC GRADING TIERS

FEE PER COIN (INR)

REQUIREMENTS (Maximum values are per coin)

Unlimited WalkThrough

` 22,500 + 1%FMV*

All coins. Unlimited value. Includes Scratch-Resistant Holder (*Fair Market Value)

High Value WalkThrough

` 22,500

All coins. Maximum value ` 3,50,00,000. Includes Scratch-Resistant Holder

WalkThrough

` 11,350

All coins. Maximum value ` 70,00,000. Includes Scratch-Resistant Holder.

Express

` 5,600

All coins. Maximum value ` 7,00,000. Includes Scratch-Resistant Holder.
↑ All tiers above include Scratch-Resistant Holders for no additional fee. ↑
↓ Upgrade to Scratch-Resistant Holders for the following tiers for an additional ₹ 350 per coin. ↓

Standard

` 3,400

All coins. Maximum value ` 2,00,000

Gold

` 2,600

All common date gold coins. Maximum value ` 2,00,000.

Economy

` 1,850

All non-gold coins. Maximum value ` 20,000

Modern

` 1,475

All coins struck 1955 to present. Maximum value ` 2,00,000

Vintage Bulk (mixed types)

` 1,700

All vintage coins struck before 1955. Coins may be of different types. Maximum value ` 20,000. One hundred (100)-coin minimum. Special Label fee (if
applicable) is included with the Vintage Bulk grading fee. To ensure efficient handling, please do not list more than three countries per submission form. Use
additional submission forms as necessary.

Vintage Bulk (same type)

` 1,600

All vintage coins struck before 1955. Coins must be of the same type. Maximum value ` 20,000. One hundred (100)-coin minimum. Special Label fee (if
applicable) is included with the Vintage Bulk grading fee.

Modern Bulk (mixed types)

` 1,400

All coins struck 1955 to present. Coins may be of different types. Maximum value ` 1,50,000. One hundred (100)-coin minimum. Special Label/Releases fee
(if applicable) is included with the Modern Bulk grading fee. To ensure efficient handling, please do not list more than three countries per submission form.
Use additional submission forms as necessary

Modern Bulk (same type)

` 1,250

All coins struck 1955 to present. Coins must be of the same type. Maximum value ` 1,50,000. One hundred (100)-coin minimum. Special Label/Releases fee
(if applicable) is included with the Modern Bulk grading fee.

*Turnaround times are approximate and are not guaranteed. Occasionally there may be a delay on world coins as extra research is required on more esoteric items.

NGC ADD-ON SERVICES

FEE PER COIN (INR)

DESCRIPTION (Maximum values are per coin)

Early Releases / First Releases

Tier fee + ₹ 700

Use this service to receive either the EARLY RELEASES or FIRST RELEASES designation for qualifying coins. Select only one. Visit
NGCcoin.in/cutoffdates for a list of eligible coins and submission cutoff dates.

Special Label

Tier fee + ` 350

Use this service to request a special NGC label. For a list of special NGC labels, visit NGCcoin.in/labels. Note: If you would like to have different special labels
for the coins listed on the form, write "MIXED" on the Special Label line in Section 9 and list the desired special label name and # on each line next to the coin
in Section 12.

VarietyPlus

Tier fee + ` 1,100

Upon request, NGC examines coins for recognized varieties and certifies with applicable designation. Choose a grading tier according to coin value. See
NGCcoin.in/varietyplus for a complete list of varieties we recognize. If you would like a coin already graded by NGC reviewed for variety, do not select a
grading tier. Select VarietyPlus service option. The VarietyPlus fee applies when requested regardless of whether NGC determines the coin to be a
recognized variety.

Mint Error

Tier fee + ` 1,100

NGC examines Mint Errors and assigns a designation. Coins will be encapsulated at NGC's discretion. Also, choose a grading tier according to coin value
and desired turnaround. The Mint Error fee applies when requested regardless of whether NGC determines the coin to be a recognized mint error.

NGC Oversize Holder

Tier + ` 1,400

Coins over 45 mm in diameter or 9 mm in thickness are placed in an NGC Oversize Holder. Must be submitted on a separate submission form

Double Thick Holder

Tier + ` 350

Coins 4.5 to 9 mm thick (and with a diameter of 45 mm or less) are placed in a Double Thick Holder. Must be submitted on a separate submission form.

Pedigree

`0

For public collections, submit copies of auction lots and plates, sales invoices or other backup of Pedigree. To add a pedigree to coins already encapsulated
by NGC, also select an applicable NGC ReHolder service.

ReGrade

`0

If you disagree with a grade assigned by NGC, you may submit the coin for review for a higher grade. The coin must be intact in its NGC holder. Choose a
grading tier according to the coin's value and the tier requirements. Coins are graded according to NGC's grading standards, and a higher grade is not
guaranteed. Fees are not refunded if a higher grade is not received. A coin submitted for ReGrade will be removed from its NGC holder by NGC staff and
encapsulated with a new NGC holder, label and certification number, even if the grade does not change. A coin submitted under ReGrade is guaranteed to
not receive a lower grade

CrossOver

`0

Review of PCGS-holdered coins for NGC certification. Coins will be removed from their holders and encapsulated by NGC only if NGC determines that the
coins will receive an NGC grade that is the same grade or higher than the grade assigned by PCGS. If you would like your PCGS-holdered coin certified by
NGC even if NGC determines that it will receive a lower numeric grade, specify ANY in the CrossOver Minimum Grade column of the NGC Submission Form.
If you would like your PCGS-holdered coin certified by NGC even if NGC determines that it will receive an NGC Details grade (or a lower numeric grade),
specify DETAILS in the CrossOver Minimum Grade column of the NGC Submission Form. You may not request a minimum grade that is higher than the
grade that is on the PCGS holder. If your PCGS-holdered coin is not certified by NGC the grading fee will be refunded less a ` 700 processing fee. Coins
holdered by other grading services are not eligible for CrossOver and must be removed from their holders and submitted raw (not holdered), or they may be
submitted in their holders if they are accompanied by NGC's Consent to Remove Coin(s) from Holder(s) Form.

Tokens & Medals

` 200

Privately issued US tokens and medals must go under Economy tier or higher. See NGCcoin.in/tokens for a complete list of accepted types. An attribution fee
of ` 350 per token/medal will be charged if an accurate catalog number or a copy of the issuer's certificate of authenticity (COA) is not provided.

NGC REHOLDER

SFEE PER COIN (INR)

DESCRIPTION

ReHolder

` 1,280

A coin in an NGC holder can be submitted for placement in a new holder. Maximum value ` 7,00,000. Submit Double Thick Holders for ReHolder under
either ReHolder or High Value ReHolder, as applicable.

High Value ReHolder

` 4,200

A coin in an NGC holder is placed in a new holder. Unlimited value.

Oversize ReHolder

` 1,755

A coin in an NGC Oversize Holder (coins over 45 mm) is placed in a new holder. Maximum value ` 7,00,000

High Value Oversize ReHolder

` 6,600

A coin in an NGC Oversize Holder (coins over 45 mm) is placed in a new holder. Unlimited value.

OTHER

NGC SERVICESFEE
(INR)

DESCRIPTION

Appearance Review

` 0 per Coin

A service for review of an NGC-certified coin you believe is overgraded.

Return Packaging

` 500 per form

Examples: capsules, Certificate of Authenticity and Mint boxes. If capsules are cracked during coin removal, they will not be returned. Does not include
shipping expenses, if required.

IMPORTANT: • Coins that are not encapsulated. Certain examinations result in a coin that is not encapsulated by NGC India. For coins that are not encapsulated because they are deemed by NGC India as "NOT GENUINE" or because they have altered mint
marks, altered dates, altered surfaces, surface residue or PVC, the full NGC India grading fee applies. For coins that are not encapsulated because they are deemed by NGC India as "QUESTIONABLE AUTHENTICITY," or not suitable for certification or have
insufficient detail to identify, the NGC India grading fee is credited to your account less a ` 350 service fee. All determinations regarding encapsulation are made at the sole discretion of NGC India. For more detailed information on grading results, please visit
NGCcoin.in
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